Movie: Nagin 1954
Year: 1954

Song: Tere Dwar Khada Jogi
Lyricist: Rajinder Krishan

Kashi dekhi mahura dekhi
dekhe tisrath saare
kahin n man ka
meet mila to
Aaha tere dwar

tere dwar khadra ik jogi
tere dwar khadra ik jogi
na maangi ye soona choodi
maangi darsan deevi
tere dwar khadra ik jogi
tere dwar khadra ik jogi

Karke jatan aaya
man me laghna laaya
oohiyon me darsan pas
karke jatan aaya
man me laghna laaya
oohiyon me darsan pas
prithi ki bhusha
prem ki shiksha
maangi raha ye vais
maangi raha ye vais

Na maangi ye soona choodi
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